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My Spring in Color
Miscellaneous and colorful news from my studio | Flensburg, April 2023

Hello dear Max Mustermann!

First of all I would like to give you an insight into my studio:

It is part of a great artist community and is located in a beautiful old
building right in the pedestrian zone of Flensburg city center. When
I enter my large studio, which consists of two rooms and additional
storage space, I find that drinking coffee together with my studio
neighbor, who is a Goldsmith, is an important step on the way to
the canvas.

You will find the canvas in my painting area, which is the heart
of the studio, so to speak. I have space there for paintings up to a
maximum of 10 square meters in size. It's also important that
there's always something good to snack on in the studio, for me it
is a vital part of creating a positive studio atmosphere. That's
the best way for me to get into the creative process.

Before I choose my colors from the shelf and pick up the brush
and spatula, I like to play music, mostly meditative and inspiring
music. When I'm in the studio and feel comfortable and balanced,
I can focus all my energy and creativity on painting, and when things
turn out well, the positive energy is also reflected in the painted
picture.

The motif "Symphony of Spring"

I think spring is great! With the power of spring, life is sprouting up
again, the buds on the flowers are appearing and everything is
fresh and green, and it's getting warmer and more colorful again. It
is as if with the beginning of spring the feeling of the joy for life
spreads again. Through my art I have tried to abstract this
spring experience and implement it in colors - the
orange, green, blue, purple, white, lilac, magenta, pink, orange and
yellow shades arranged to give a floral character to the work. The
colors enrich each other and in their interaction result in a
refreshing, lively symphony of spring.
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Symphony Of Spring XXXL 1
 
The huge format of 240 x 150cm is one of my favorites, I really enjoy painting on these bigger canvases. The large area allows me to bring
even more dynamism, vitality and energy to the canvas. Paintings in this format achieve an impressive effect and they captivate every viewer.

> To the shop: Symphony of Spring XXXL 1, 240 x 150 cm, ready to hand 10.990,-> To the shop: Symphony of Spring XXXL 1, 240 x 150 cm, ready to hand 10.990,-

USDUSD

However, I painted the idea of "Symphony of Spring" in different formats and variations, each with its own charm...

155 x 105 cm,
Symphony Of Spring XL 1    
2690,- USD         

 
120 x 83 cm

 Symphony Of Spring M 1
1490,- USD

155 x 83 cm,
Symphony Of Spring L 1            
2290,- USD

Smartes Format: 100 x 70 cm
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https://tc025f24c.emailsys1a.net/c/205/6620553/0/0/0/9164/228561ec45.html
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The S format fits almost anywhere, which is a great advantage, and is available both horizontally and vertically. By the way, in
some rooms, an S sized picture can also be used as a "companion" to another Nottrott painting; if the style is repeated in a room, a room
appears even more harmonious.

The artwork "Positive Energy S 3" has a particularly attractive price of 790,- USD on my website, since this painting is not offered
through other international art portals, but exclusive on my own websites. It is a thank you to all direct buyers like you for their trusting
purchases - therefore with special THANK YOU prices.

> More pictures in S and M> More pictures in S and M

formatformat

As promised:

As a thank you for registering for my newsletter. I would like to
offer you a 10% discount voucher to spend on your next artwork. To
redeem the discount simply enter "10 spring colors" in the
checkout process, valid until June 30, 2023.

Wishing you a colourful and enjoyable spring,
and until - at the latest - the next newsletter,

greetings from the studio
 

Artist Peter Nottrott
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